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This study was a replication and an extension of the 2021 research performed by Spurgin 

and Borquez on the correspondence between receptive and expressive behavior. Spurgin 

examined the role of the echoic in a hear-say procedure with adult learners, while Borquez 

examined the role of the echoic in both hear-say and see-say procedures. Both studies found that 

receptive and expressive correspondence did not occur consistently across participants. The 

present study asked if the fading steps used during training contributed to the results of the 

previous researchers. In the present study, the fading steps were changed to minimize the chance 

that the participant developed a position bias. The conditions were also counterbalanced to 

analyze the effects of hear-say vs. see-say, easy vs. difficult words, and the order in which the 

words were trained on the acquisition of receptive labels and the emergence of expressive labels. 

The study consisted of five phases: pre-training, hear-say teaching, see-say teaching, receptive 

testing, and expressive testing. Results indicated that although that acquisition of receptive labels 

improved, the change in fading steps did not make a significant difference in the correspondence 

of receptive and expressive language. Results showed similar correspondence in the hear-say and 

see-say procedures. Easy words and words taught more recently were correlated with increased 

receptive-expressive correspondence. 
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THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN RECEPTIVE AND EXPRESSIVE TASK 

PERFORMANCES: A FURTHER ANALYSIS OF NECESSARY CONDITIONS 

Introduction 

Horne and Lowe (1996) define naming as a “higher order bidirectional behavioral 

relation that combines conventional speaker and listener behavior within that individual and does 

not require reinforcement of both the speaker and listener behavior for each new name to be 

established”. Neurotypical children begin to demonstrate naming around the age of 2. (Gilic and 

Greer, 2011; Horne and Lowe, 1996). Carnerero and Perez-Gonzalez (2015) further elaborate by 

stating that after a neurotypical child is taught to receptively label an object, the corresponding 

expressive label appears without any explicit teaching. They state that naming is then formed 

when a child is taught to (receptively) select an object by hearing its name and can in turn, 

expressively identify the object without explicit teaching. Similarly, the same child can be taught 

expressive labels and select them after hearing their name without explicit teaching. For 

example, if someone were to ask a child, “Do you want a brownie?” and present it to the child, 

the child may see the brownie, reach for it, and eat it. If so, then the next time the child sees a 

brownie, they may reach for it, and say, “Brownie!” Without direct instruction or modeling, the 

child can later label the chocolatey dessert. The same child may be taught to say the word 

“banana.” If the child has a naming capability, the child will then be able to retrieve a banana 

when their parent asks, “Can you go get a banana from the counter?”  

Learning to label objects, actions, and events is critical because it is how individuals 

describe the environments around them. It provides the means by which they can communicate 

their needs and wants to others. In short, naming is thought to be an essential part of 

development (Greer and Speckman, 2009). Once naming is acquired, individuals learn from their 
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environment without explicit teaching (Greer and Ross, 2007). When these receptive and 

expressive behaviors come together, it is called correspondence. This is important because it 

joins together both skills so that an individual can respond both receptively and expressively for 

the same label.  

While neurotypical children usually begin to display naming capabilities after age of two, 

this ability is typically absent in children diagnosed with autism. Often, children with autism can 

learn a receptive label but still need to be explicitly trained in the corresponding expressive label, 

and vice versa (Petursdottir and Carr, 2008). As a result, a naming repertoire has become a focus 

in many early intervention programs for children with autism (Greer and Ross, 2008). Although 

a naming repertoire is a focus of early intervention, the procedures that are used are not 

consistently producing the correspondence of receptive-expressive language.  

Some studies have shown that individuals who are able to echo the words initially are 

more likely to be able to tact that word later on (Longano, 2008). Longano states covert and 

overt echoics are a key component for the joining of receptive and expressive behaviors. While 

multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) has shown effectiveness, it also shows that there are 

multiple variables to consider when identifying what behaviors to consider when teaching.  

An alternative account for the development of naming is Lowenkron’s model of joint 

control. Lowenkron (1998) describes joint control as follows: “Joint control occurs when the 

currently rehearsed topography of a verbal operant, as evoked by one stimulus, is simultaneously 

evoked by another stimulus” (p.327). He states that echoic and self-echoic responses are critical 

for this process. He goes further to state that joint control refers to selection responses that occur 

under the control of two verbal operants (echoic and tact). Lowenkron states that once children 

learn to echo, they are eventually able to engage in self echoics that often begin as overt verbal 
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behavior, then become covert. Once an individual can echo a label and self-echo a label, they can 

then use the same label if it is evoked by the item in the natural environment. The echoic 

functions to preserve labels until they can be evoked at the right time as tacts (Bryant and Budd, 

1982; Deguchi, 1984).  

In many cases, children with autism need to be taught the prerequisites so that they are 

better able to learn language through the natural environment. The next two studies discuss 

teaching these procedures with neurotypical adults, who are presumed to have the prerequisites 

that when taught a receptive label, the expressive label emerges without direct teaching.  

Spurgin (2021) explored the emergence of receptive and expressive language in 

neurotypical adults. In her first study, she taught the vocal labels to her participants without an 

explicit instruction to echo. She found that correspondence between receptive and expressive 

language across words amongst the participants was not consistent. To further examine why this 

correspondence did not emerge for all targets, in her second study, she added a hear-say 

procedure. In the Hear-say, she required the participants to point to the word. After they pointed 

to the word, she had her participants repeat the word after she said it. She also provided prompts 

throughout when the participants stopped echoing. Again, she found that correspondence of 

receptive and expressive language did not occur across all words. However, she found an 

improvement in her subjects’ receptive performance. In her third study, she introduced an echoic 

training phase prior to her teaching phases to ensure that her participants were able to articulate 

the words. She again found that correspondence of receptive and expressive language did not 

occur across all participants.  

A possible explanation of Spurgin’s (2021) results is the timing of the echoic response. 

Borquez (2021) hypothesized that the timing of the echoic response was interfering with the 
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emergence of receptive-expressive language. Due to seeing the best results in Spurgin’s (2021) 

second study, he extended this research. This was done through comparing two conditions while 

still using the fading steps that Spurgin (2021) had used. He compared Spurgin’s (2021) hear-say 

condition to a see-say condition. In the see-say condition, Borquez (2021) provided an 

instruction to the participants to state the word prior to the researcher saying it. This was done to 

shift the stimulus control to have the stimulus evoke the name rather than having the researcher’s 

vocal evoke the name. Borquez (2021) found that again correspondence of receptive and 

expressive language did not occur for all participants.  

A possible explanation for Spurgin’s (2021) and Borquez’s (2021) results is that the 

fading procedure used during teaching interfered with naming. The target stimulus was 

continuously presented in the center and was only moved around in the last step. This could have 

created a potential for positional bias to occur due to the location of the target. Thus, to test for 

this possibility, the research of Spurgin (2021) and Borquez (2021) was replicated but the fading 

steps were changed so that the target stimulus was varied across locations. This was done 

through both presenting the stimulus in different locations as well as presenting the distractor 

stimuli in a different pattern. The purpose of the present study was two-fold. The first was to 

compare the effects of the hear-say and see-say training using a new fading procedure on the 

correspondence of receptive and expressive behaviors. Second, to counterbalance the order of 

training to assess the effects of recency in addition to the difficulty of the words. 

Methods 

Participants 

Participants in this study were 11 neurotypical females and 5 neurotypical males. 

Participant ages ranged from 19-45 years old. Eight participants held a high school diploma, one 
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participant held an Associate’s degree, four participants held a Bachelor’s degree and three 

participants held a Master’s degree. Nine participants were bilingual. Four participants spoke 

English and Spanish. Two participants spoke English and Somali. One participant spoke English 

and Vietnamese. One participant spoke English and Tagalog. One participant spoke English and 

Arabic. The rest of the participants only spoke English.  

Criteria for inclusion required participants to be neurotypical individuals over the age of 

18, who were unfamiliar with the French language and with whom the researcher met regularly 

as part of personal and professional relationships. The researcher approached each participant 

individually and gave a brief explanation of the study. If a participant expressed interest in 

participating, the researched reviewed the informed consent form to explain the risks involved 

with the study, what would occur during the study, and a time frame for how long the study 

would take. 

Because the study was completed during the COVID-19 pandemic, the researcher 

screened participants for symptoms of COVID-19 prior to their participation. Screening 

measures included temperature checks and a brief questionnaire to identify if participants 

reported having symptoms, contact with someone who have been diagnosed with coronavirus, or 

a positive test for COVID-19 within the 14 days prior to participation. If the participants had a 

temperature higher than 100-degree Fahrenheit or answered yes to any of the question in the 

questionnaire, they were unable to participate in the study.   

Setting and Materials 

Setting 

All phases of the study were conducted in participant’s homes and shared workspaces. 

All settings had the following in common: 1) Participant and the researcher were isolated from 
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others, 2) All materials used were the same, 3) The researcher and the participant sat at a table 

across from each other. Table width was 22x 22 cm. Tabletops served as the workspace in which 

all stimuli were presented. 

Figure 1  

Diagram of Research Setting 

.  

Materials 

• Stimuli cards: Stimuli used in the study included eight paper index cards that 

measured approximately 10 cm x 15 cm were used as target stimuli. They were divided into two 

groups. The first group consisted of 2 pre-training stimuli cards. One of the cards included a black 

dot in the middle that measured 3 cm in diameter. The other was a blank index card. The second 

group consisted of 6 cards. Each one contained a drawing that corresponded to a French word. 

These cards were divided into two sets, an easy set, and a difficult set. The easy set consisted of 3 

pictures with corresponding French words that were 1-2 syllables in length. The difficult set 

consisted of 3 pictures with corresponding French words that were 4 syllables in length. For the 

easy set, the words used were, “Gilet” (jee-lay); “Jupe” (joop); and “Bah” (ba). For the set of 
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difficult words, the words used were, “Chemise de nuit” (shoe-mees-dun-wee; “Maillot de corps” 

(my-oh-de-cuh); and “Noeud papillon” (nuh-pap-ee-on). See Figure 2. 

Figure 2 

Stimuli Cards Used During Teaching 

 
 

• Wooden blocks: Thirty-five 2 cm x 2 cm blocks were used as a consequence 

following a target behavior 

• Container for blocks: An 8.5 cm x 8.5 cm. container was used to hold the blocks 
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• Recording device: The phone used for recording videos was a Samsung S9. The 

recording device was placed onto a tripod so that the angle of the table could be better observed. 

This was to record data from the videos later on. The tripod used for holding the phone was a 60” 

Selfie Stick Tripod. Height was adjusted based on the table that was used. 

Design 

A counterbalanced group comparison was used to assess the effects of the teaching 

condition, difficulty of words, and the order the words were introduced on the correspondence of 

receptive and expressive behaviors. Table 1 displays the order of conditions across groups. 

Table 1 

Conditions for Each Group of Participants 

Participant 
Group 

First 
Condition  

Second 
Condition  

1 Hear-Say See-Say 

2 Hear-Say See-Say 

3 See-Say Hear-Say 

4 See-Say Hear-Say 
 

Measurement 

Measures used throughout the study included: a correct touching response, a correct 

selection response, a correct vocalization, and a vocal approximation.  

A correct touching response was defined as the participant touching or pointing to the 

card using either one or more fingers. The touching response was used during training. 

A correct selection response was defined as the participant touching the card when the 

researcher stated the vocal label that corresponded with the card. The selection response was 

used during the receptive test. 
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A correct vocalization was defined as the participant stating the corresponding vocal label 

for the stimulus when the researcher held up the card and asked, “What’s this?” during the 

expressive test. A correct vocalization included all aspects of the word. For example, a correct 

vocalization was if the researcher held up the bowtie and said, “What’s this,” and the participant 

responded, “Noeud Papillon.” An incorrect vocalization included not responding or stating a 

different word.  

A vocal approximation was defined as the participant saying part of the word that 

corresponded with the vocal label attached to the stimulus. For example, a vocal approximation 

was considered if the researcher held up the bowtie, and the participant stated, “papillon,” or 

“noued papi.”  

The dependent variable for the behaviors defined above were the number of occurrences. 

Another dependent variable consisted of the percentage of correspondence between receptive 

and expressive responses. Correspondence was defined each time 100% accuracy of responding 

occurred for the receptive word, and also showed a 100% accuracy for expressive on the same 

word. Correspondence was also defined each time 100% accuracy of responding occurred for the 

expressive word, and also showed a 100% accuracy for receptive on the same word. Percentage 

of correspondence was measured across three categories: receptive to expressive, expressive to 

receptive, and total correspondence. Receptive to expressive correspondence was calculated as 

follows: the frequency that a 100% accuracy occurred in the receptive task and was accompanied 

by a 100% accuracy in the expressive task divided by the total number of 100% accuracy in the 

receptive task. Expressive to receptive correspondence was calculated as follows: The frequency 

that a 100% accuracy occurred in the expressive task and was accompanied by a 100% accuracy 

in the receptive task divided by the total number of 100% accuracy in the expressive task. Total 
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correspondence across participants was calculated as follows: the frequency that a 100% 

accuracy occurred in the receptive and was accompanied by a 100% accuracy in the expressive 

task divided by the total number of 100% accuracy of responses in the receptive and expressive.  

All experimental sessions were video recorded for the purposes of data collection. 

Interobserver Agreement 

Interobserver agreement (IOA) data was collected by an independent observer via the 

videos recorded during the research. IOA was collected for 33% of trials across participants. To 

train the observer to score, they first read the behavioral definitions for scoring. The researcher 

then practiced with the observer one each of the sets that they were to score. The researcher 

stated out loud whether a trial was correct or incorrect. The researcher then provided the 

rationale. For example, the researcher stated, “When she touched the card, that would be a 

correct trial.” Another example would be, “When I stated “jupe,” and she pointed to “jilet,” that 

would be considered incorrect.  

The formula used to calculate IOA was the number of agreements divided by the number 

of disagreements for the trials and testing scores probed in each video. During the teaching 

phases, IOA for the participant response types across trials ranged from 98% - 100% with an 

average of 99%. For the number of errors made (i.e., participant did something other than point) 

IOA was 100%. During the non-vocal receptive identification test, IOA ranged from 93%-100% 

with an average of 99%. During the expressive identification test, IOA ranged from 95% - 100% 

with an average of 97%.  

Procedures 

This study involved five different phases. A pre-training phase, a hear-say teaching 

phase, a see-say teaching phase, a receptive identification testing phase, and an expressive 
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identification testing phase.  

Phase 1: Pre-Training 

The purpose of this phase was to teach the participants to point to the card in front of 

them. This phase began with the instruction, “I am going to teach you something. Your goal is to 

figure out what to do by interacting with the card in front of you. When you do something right, 

you will get a block. Your goal is to get all the blocks. We cannot talk during the study. We will 

talk about everything afterwards.”  

Pre-training consisted of 4 trials. The researcher first presented the card with the dot on 

the paper on the table. The participant was required to point to the dot/paper. The researcher then 

gave the participant a block. This occurred twice. Then, the researcher placed the blank index 

card on the table. The participant was required to point to the blank index card and the researcher 

gave the participant a block.  

Fading Steps 

The following ten fading steps were used in both hear-say and see-say teaching 

conditions. In Step 1, the researcher presented the target stimulus (“A”) in front of the 

participant. In Step 2, the target stimulus (“A”) was presented on the left side. In Step 3, target 

stimulus (“A”) was presented on the right side. In Step 4, target stimulus (“A”) was presented 

again on the left side. After the participant pointed to the target stimulus, and the researcher 

stated the name, the researcher presented a distractor stimulus diagonally behind the target 

stimulus. The researcher then gave the learner a block and then removed the stimuli. In Step 5, 

the target stimulus was presented on the right side. The researcher presented a distractor stimulus 

diagonally to the target stimulus following the learner stating the name of the target stimulus.  
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Figure 3 

Fading Steps Used During Hear-Say and See-Say Teaching Conditions 
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The researcher then gave the learner a block and then removed the stimuli. In Step 6, the target 

stimulus and the distractor stimulus were presented next to each other. The target stimulus (“A”) 

was presented on the right side. In Step 7, the target stimulus and the distractor stimulus were 

presented next to each other. The target stimulus (“A”) was presented on the left side. In Step 8, 

target stimulus “A” was presented on the right side, distractor stimulus “B” was in the middle, 

and distractor stimulus “C” was on the right side. In Step 9, distractor stimulus “C” was 

presented on the right side, distractor stimulus “B” was in the middle, and target stimulus “A” 

was on the left side. In Step 10, distractor stimulus “C” was presented on the left side, target 

stimulus “A” was in the middle, and distractor stimulus “B” was on the left side. These steps 

were continued for both the easy and difficult set. The fading steps are depicted in Figure 3. 

Phase 2: Hear-Say Teaching 

At the beginning of the hear-say teaching phase the researcher said, “For this step, I want 

you to point to the card. After you point to the card, I will say a word. You need to repeat the 

word after I say it.” This instruction was used to ensure that the participant was echoing the 

vocal label following the researcher stating the vocal label.   

The researcher presented each target card following the fading procedure described 

above. First, the researcher presented the target card in front of the participant. When the 

participant pointed to the card, the researcher stated the vocal label. The participant then echoed 

the same vocal label. The researcher gave the participant a block, and then removed the target 

stimulus. The researcher then presented the next trial.  

Any errors resulted in the participant going back a step for one trial before continuing. 

For example, if the participant pointed to the incorrect stimulus, the researcher removed the 

stimuli and went to the previous step. If the participant had to return to the previous step, they 
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were required to respond correctly once. Then, they went to the step where they originally 

errored. See Figure 4 for a diagram of the hear-say trial structure. 

Figure 4 

Hear-Say Teaching Trial Structure 

 
Source: Borquez, 2021. 

 

Phase 3: See-Say 

In this phase, the participants received the following instruction, “In this next phase, you 

will point, and I will say a word. Your goal is to say the word before you point to it, so that you 

can beat me to saying it. If you do not know it, just point and I will say it. As we go, you will 

learn the words.” 

Figure 5 

See-Say Teaching Trial Stucture 

 
Source: Borquez, 2021. 
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First, the researcher presented the target stimulus. The participant then vocally labeled the 

target stimulus and then pointed to the target card. The researcher then stated the vocal label of 

the target card. The researcher gave the participant a block, and then removed the target card. 

After the target was removed, the researcher went to the next step. The researcher presented the 

target card following the fading procedure described above. Any errors resulted in the participant 

going back a step for one trial before continuing (see Figure 5). 

Phase 4: Receptive Testing Phase 

At the beginning of the phase, the researcher told the participants, “In this phase, we are 

going to see what you have learned. You will get a block regardless of response. I am going to 

state the name of a card and I want you to point to the correct card.” 

The researcher randomly laid out the cards in a horizontal line of three (e.g., BCA-ABC-

CBA). The researcher said, “Point to [name of a picture]”. The participant then pointed to the 

card that corresponded to the researcher’s vocal label. The researcher gave the participant a 

block. The researcher also gave the participant a block if they pointed to a card that did not 

correspond to the researcher’s vocal label. Then, the researcher removed the cards following 

each trial and then re-presented the cards again in a random order. During testing, participant had 

up to five seconds to respond to during each trial. During the trial the researcher’s face remained 

oriented towards the cards and maintained a neutral face. This was done to avoid providing 

unintentional feedback during testing. Figure 6 shows a diagram of a trial of the receptive test. 

The easy and difficult stimulus card sets were tested separately. Each of the three words 

from a set was probed twice. This resulted in a total of 12 trials between the two sets. The set that 

was taught first was tested first. The cards from each set were interspersed randomly regardless 

of the order that they were taught. 
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Figure 6 

Receptive Testing Phase Structure 

 
 

Phase 5: Expressive Testing Phase  

To begin the phase, the researcher told the participants, “In this phase, we are going to 

see what you have learned. You will get a block regardless of response. I am going to hold up a 

card. I want you to say the word that corresponds with the word that you were taught.”  

Figure 7 

Expressive Testing Phase Structure 

 
 

First, the researcher held up the target stimulus card. Second, the participant vocally 

labeled the target stimulus card. Third, the researcher delivered the block. The participant had up 

to five seconds to respond during each trial. A block was given for any response that occurred 
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under five seconds. If no response was made after five seconds, the researcher also delivered a 

block.  Similarly to Borquez (2021), this phase occurred after the receptive test. The researcher 

tested the first set that was taught and then the second set. All three responses from each set were 

tested together. Each response was probed for one trial. This resulted in a total of six trials 

between the two sets. The cards from each set were interspersed randomly regardless of the order 

that they were taught. Figure 7 shows a diagram of an expressive test trial. 

Results 

Figures 8-11 display participants’ accuracy of responding during the receptive and 

expressive tests. Each figure is divided into two sets of graphs. Each set corresponds to particular 

conditions in which the words were taught. The sets are divided into two columns. The column 

on the left displays the results for the receptive test. The column on the right displays the result 

for the expressive test. Each row in the graph shows one participant’s data. 

For the receptive test, the y-axis displays participants’ results which are indicated by 

percentage of correct responding.  For the expressive testing phase, the y-axis displays accuracy 

of responding through “no approximation (no appx),” “approximation (appx)” and a “correct 

response.”  The words taught appear at the bottom of the x-axis. 

Easy vs. Difficult Comparison 

Figure 8 shows the results for the easy and difficult words that were taught first in the 

hear-say condition. Total correspondence for the easy words taught was 62%. Total 

correspondence for difficult words taught was 25%. Correspondence for listener to expressive 

behaviors for the easy words taught was 57%. Correspondence for listener to expressive 

behaviors for the difficult words was 14%. Correspondence for expressive to listener behaviors 

for the easy words was 67%. Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for difficult 
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words was 100%. This shows that easy words taught in the hear-say first condition produced a 

higher percentage of total correspondence amongst participants. 

Figure 9 shows the results for the easy and difficult words that were taught first in the 

see-say condition. Total correspondence for the easy words was 95%. Total correspondence for 

the difficult words was 20%. Correspondence for receptive to expressive behavior for the easy 

words taught was 90%. Correspondence for receptive to expressive behavior for the difficult 

words was 11%. Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for the easy words was 

100%. Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for the difficult words was 100%. 

This shows that easy words taught in the see-say first condition produced a higher percentage of 

total correspondence amongst participants. 

Figure 10 shows the results for the easy and difficult words that were taught second in the 

hear-say condition. Total correspondence for the easy words was 86%. Total correspondence for 

the difficult words was 63%. Correspondence for receptive to expressive behavior for the easy 

words was 75%. Correspondence for receptive to expressive behavior for the difficult words was 

45%. Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for the easy words was 100%. 

Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for the difficult words was 100%. This 

shows that easy words taught in the hear-say second condition produced a higher percentage of 

total correspondence amongst participants. 

Figure 11 shows the results for the easy and difficult words taught second in the see-say 

condition. Total correspondence for the easy words was 71%. Total correspondence for the 

difficult words was 60%.  Correspondence for receptive to expressive behavior for the easy 

words taught was 60%. Correspondence for receptive to expressive behavior for the difficult 

words was 60%. Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for the easy words was 
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86%. Correspondence for expressive to receptive behavior for the difficult words was 75%. This 

shows that easy words taught in the see-say second condition produced a higher percentage of 

total correspondence amongst participants. 

Hear-Say vs. See Say Comparison 

Figure 12 shows the results for the easy words taught first in the hear-say and see-say 

conditions. Total correspondence for hear-say was 62%. Total correspondence for see-say was 

95%. Receptive to expressive correspondence for hear-say was 57%. Receptive to expressive 

correspondence for see-say was 90%. Expressive to receptive correspondence for hear-say was 

67%. Expressive to receptive correspondence for see-say was 100%. This shows that the easy 

words taught with see-say first produced a higher percentage of correspondence amongst 

participants.  

Figure 13 shows the results for the difficult words taught first in the hear-say and see-say 

conditions. Total correspondence for hear-say was 25%. Total correspondence for see-say was 

20%. Receptive to expressive correspondence for hear-say was 14%. Receptive to expressive 

correspondence for see-say was 11%. Expressive to receptive correspondence for hear-say was 

100%. Expressive to receptive correspondence for see-say was 100%. This shows that the easy 

words taught with see-say first produced a higher percentage of correspondence amongst 

participants.  

Figure 14 shows the results for the easy words taught second in the hear-say and see-say 

conditions. Total correspondence for hear-say was 86%. Total correspondence for see-say 

second was 71%. Receptive to expressive correspondence in hear-say was 75%.  Receptive to 

expressive correspondence for see-say was 60%. Expressive to receptive correspondence was 

100% in hear-say. Expressive to receptive correspondence was 86% in see-say. This shows that 
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easy words taught with hear-say second produced a higher percentage of correspondence. 

Figure 15 shows the results for the difficult words taught second in the hear-say and see-

say conditions. Total correspondence for hear-say was 63%. Total correspondence for see-say 

was 60%. Receptive to expressive correspondence in hear-say was 45%.  Receptive to expressive 

correspondence for see-say was 60%. Expressive to receptive correspondence was 100% in hear-

say. Expressive to receptive correspondence was 75% in see-say. This shows that the difficult 

words taught with see-say second produced a higher percentage of correspondence amongst 

participants.  

Recency Comparison 

Figure 16 shows the results for the participants who were taught the easy words in the 

hear-say first and hear-say second conditions. Total correspondence in hear-say first was 63%. 

Total correspondence in hear-say second 86%. Receptive to expressive correspondence in hear-

say first was 57%.  Receptive to expressive correspondence in hear-say second was 75%. 

Expressive to receptive correspondence was 67% in hear-say first. Expressive to receptive 

correspondence was 100% in hear-say second. This shows that the difficult words taught with 

hear-say second produced a higher percentage of correspondence amongst participants.  

Figure 17 shows the results for the participants who were taught the difficult words in the 

hear-say first and hear-say second condition. Total correspondence was 25% for difficult words 

taught with hear-say first. Total correspondence for difficult words taught with hear-say second 

was 63%. Receptive to expressive correspondence for hear-say first was 14%. Receptive to 

expressive correspondence for hear-say second was 45%. Expressive to receptive 

correspondence for hear-say first was 100%. Expressive to receptive correspondence for hear-say 

second was 100%. This shows that the easy words taught with hear-say second produced a 
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higher percentage of correspondence amongst participants.  

Figure 18 shows the results for the participants who were taught the easy words in the 

see-say first and see-say second condition. Total correspondence was 95% for easy words taught 

with see-say first. Total correspondence for easy words taught with see-say second was 71%. 

Receptive to expressive correspondence in see-say first was 90%. Receptive to expressive 

correspondence for see-say second was 60%. Expressive to receptive correspondence was 100% 

in see-say first.  

Figure 19 shows the results for the participants who learned the difficult words taught in 

the see-say first and see-say second condition. Total correspondence was 20% for difficult words 

taught with see-say first. Total correspondence for difficult words taught with see-say second 

was 60%. Receptive to expressive correspondence in see-say first was 11%. Receptive to 

expressive correspondence in see-say second was 60%. Expressive to receptive correspondence 

in see-say first was 100%. Expressive to receptive correspondence in see-say second was 75%. 

This shows that the difficult words taught with see-say second produced a higher percentage of 

correspondence amongst participants. 

Figures 20-22 show a summary of the results by group. Figure 20 shows the perdentage 

of receptive-expressive correspondence across conditions, Figure 21 shows the percentage of 

expressive-receptive correspondence across conditions, and Figure 23 shows the total 

correspondence across conditions.  

Discussion 

The purpose of the study was to test whether the fading procedure used by Spurgin 

(2021) and Borquez (2021) interfered with the correspondence between receptive and expressive 

behaviors. In general, the fading steps did not make a significant difference in increasing the 
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correspondence between receptive and expressive. The results paralleled Spurgin (2021) and 

Borquez (2021) in that the development of receptive language often did not lead to the 

emergence of the corresponding expressive language. The results also replicated Borquez (2021) 

in that there was no significant difference between the hear-say and see-say procedures. 

However, increased correspondence was correlated with word difficulty and recency of testing. 

Easy words and words taught second generally produced a higher percentage of correspondence. 

However, the results were variable to strongly support any of the variables studied. 

The main purpose of this study was to test if the fading procedures made a difference in 

the percentage of expressive and receptive correspondence obtained by Spurgin (2021) and 

Borquez (2021). In particular, the fading steps were changed to rule out positional bias. Iwata, 

Harper, and North (2012) state that position bias occurs when “the selection of a stimulus is 

under the control of the position of the stimulus in an array rather than under the control of the 

prevailing contingencies.” In changing the fading steps, the target stimulus was varied across the 

table with other stimuli. Due to changing the fading steps, the number of trials was reduced to 10 

per target word. This is a reduction from 17 trials. Although the new fading procedure produced 

slightly better accuracy in the receptive tasks, it did not improve the correspondence between the 

receptive and expressive task.  

Several studies have reported that the echoic is fundamental to the emergence of the tact 

(Greer and Ross, 2008; Greer and Longano, 2010; Horne, Lowe, and Randle, 2004; Tu, 2006). 

For this reason, Spurgin (2021) made sure that her subjects could echo the French target words 

and that the subjects echoed them during training. However, even though Spurgin’s (2021) 

subjects could echo the French words and echoed them during training, the percentage of 

correspondence between the receptive and expressive behavior was moderate. Borquez (2021) 
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further examined the role of echoic behavior in the development of the expressive and receptive 

correspondence. In his see-say procedure, the subjects’ said the word first as an echoic (hear-

say), but soon said the word in the presence of the stimulus before the researcher said the word 

(see-say).  In the present study, the results were still variable. Whereas, see-say first for the easy 

words produced 95% correspondence, the next highest accuracy was achieved on hear-say 

second for the easy words (80% correspondence). Although, some arrangements (e.g., see-say 

first difficult words) produced higher percentage of correspondence, the results suggest that the 

occurrence of the echoic might be necessary for the label to emerge but is not sufficient. Other 

variables are at play.  

The present study also examined the effects the difficulty of the words had on the 

emergence of receptive and expressive behavior. In general, easy words that were taught 

produced a higher total percentage of correspondence overall. Although a large body of research 

exists on teaching receptive and expressive language skills (Leaf and McEachin, 1999; Sundberg 

and Partington (2010), there are few studies that discuss the effects of the difficulty of the word 

on the acquisition of the label. However, pictures of common objects/labels are typically taught 

(Leaf and McEachin, 1999; Partington and Bailey, 1993; Greer and Longano, 2010; Grow & 

LeBlanc, 2013) when first working on expanding a child’s naming repertoire. 

The fourth question examined was the effects of recency. Rather, to see whether words 

taught first or second produced a higher percentage of correspondence. Both Spurgin (2021) and 

Borquez (2021) did not control for recency. In Spurgin (2021), the receptive test was tested 

directly after it was taught, while the expressive test was tested after all 6 cards were taught. Due 

to the timing of the receptive tests, recency effects were not fully analyzed. Borquez (2021) also 

did not account for the effects of recency. The results of the present study show that the words 
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taught second produced a higher percentage of correspondence across all conditions except for 

one. The exception was the easy words taught with see-say first, which produced the highest 

percentage of correspondence. Overall, the words taught second produced a higher 

correspondence. 

One direction for future research is to examine the effects of the intertrial interval during 

training. Typically, in the natural environment, children’s opportunities to learn are spaced in 

time. During the session conducted in the present experiment the trials were presented fairly fast 

one after another. These shorter intervals could have had the effect that the subject vocal 

behavior from the previous trial rather than by the stimulus presented was controlling the 

behavior. Comparing learning conditions in which there were periods of time between the 

presentation of the stimuli cards could help evaluate this. Shorter intertrial intervals (ITI) have 

shown to produce higher levels of correct corresponding (1 seconds, 5 seconds, 10 seconds) than 

higher levels of ITI’s (Koegel, Dunlap, and Dyer, 1980). They go further to state that, when 

shorter ITIs are used, then the child is more likely to attend to the relevant stimuli. Different ITI 

lengths may allow for rapid acquisition while longer ITI’s may facilitate generalization and 

maintenance of skills (Francisco and Hanley, 2012). Another solution for this would be to teach 

a specific set then the other set, and then go back to the first set that was taught.  

Another direction for future research could include the use of arbitrary stimuli cards. 

Effects of prior competing stimulus control may have played a role in blocking the participant 

from engaging in correct receptive to expressive behavior.  The participants already had a 

learning history with the picture cards that were used. As a result of prior competing stimulus 

control, learning a novel word for a stimulus may have been difficult. Thus, the correspondence 

of receptive and expressive behavior did not occur. Although several participants were bilingual, 
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this did not appear to have significance on the acquisition/correspondence of language. Using 

arbitrary stimuli may contribute in identifying another variable that may contribute to the 

acquisition of receptive and expressive behavior. 

Children with autism do not typically have the prerequisites for naming to become 

established. Thus, several procedures and programs are put into place for direct instruction. This 

is done through training multiple targets receptively and then expressively. Despite training these 

in this manner, joint control often does not occur. Interestingly, neurotypical adults, that have 

long acquired the prerequisite skills for naming, also showed a lack of correspondence between 

receptive and expressive language for some words. Additional variables are needed to fully 

account for correspondence between the receptive and expressive behavior. Working with 

neurotypical adults allows for discovery to occur without testing procedures on a vulnerable 

population. However, working with neurotypical adults also qualifies the generality of results to 

other populations such as individuals with autism. 
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Figure 8 

Comparison of Easy vs. Difficult Words in the Hear-Say First Condition 
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Figure 9 

Comparison of Easy vs. Difficult Words in the See-Say First Condition 
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Figure 10 

Comparison of Easy vs. Difficult Words in the Hear-Say Second Condition 
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Figure 11 

Comparison of Easy vs. Difficult Words in the See-Say Second Condition 
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Figure 12 

Comparison of Easy Words in the Hear-Say First vs. See-Say First Conditions 
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Figure 13 

Comparison of Difficult Words in the Hear-Say First vs. See-Say First Conditions 
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Figure 14 

Comparison of Easy Words in the Hear-Say Second vs. See-Say Second Conditions 
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Figure 15 

Comparison of Difficult Words in the Hear-Say Second vs. See-Say Second Conditions 
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Figure 16 

Comparison of Recency Effects of Easy Words in Hear-Say First vs. Hear-Say Second 
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Figure 17 

Comparison of Recency Effects of Difficult Words in Hear-Say First vs. Hear-Say Second 
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Figure 18 

Comparison of Recency Effects of Easy Words in See-Say First vs. See-Say Second 
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Figure 19 

Comparison of Recency Effects of Difficult Words in See-Say First vs. See-Say Second 
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Figure 20 

Comparison of Receptive-Expressive Correspondence Across Conditions 

 
 

Figure 21 

Comparison of Expressive-Receptive Correspondence Across Conditions 

 
 

Figure 22 

Total Correspondence Across Conditions 
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